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SECOND ANNUAL CONVENTION

INTERNATIONAL

LILAC SOCIETY

BOSTON, MASS.
ARNOLD ARBORETUM OF HARVARD UNIVERSITY
Convention Headquarters:

*MARRIOTT HOTEL, Commonwealth Avenue
(Rt. 128 & Mass. Pike)
Newton, Mass. 01266
Tel: (617) 969-1000

Tours:

ARNOLD ARBORETUM (Jamaica Plains, Boston)
CASE ESTATES (Weston)

Convention Theme:

LILACS IN THE CONTEMPORARY LANDSCAPE

Convention Chairman:

-Dr. Owen M. Rogers, University of New Hampshire

Convention Speakers:

Alfred J. Fordham, Arnold Arboretum,
Harvard University
Dr. Randolph Pike, University of New Hampshire
Mr. Thomas Wirth, Sasaki Associates,
Watertown, Mass.

Special Convention Features:

Cut-lilac Show (Bring sprays of your choicest lilacs Awards to be given)
Auction of lilacs and Lilac Things (materials etc. with
Lilac motif)
Show 'n Tell (Bring your pictures, slides, exhibits)

Registration Fee:

$20 per person (includes 4 meals: barbecue, Lilac
Banquet, two box lunches plus
bus tour)
Remit to: Robert B. Clark, 375 Westfall Road,
Rochester, N.Y. 14620 by May 21st at very
latest. (Please make checks payable to
International Lilac Society, Inc.)

* To reach the MARRIOTT HOTEL:
From the Mass. Pike take Exit Rt. 128 straight ahead marked "NH-Maine,
North". Be alert! IMMEDIATELY the first exit is "US 30". Make right
turn to traffic light. Marriott Hotel entrance is second left beyond this
light, ample parking. (This exit and US 30 are all in very close proximity to
the giant traffic outlets from the Mass. Pike so be alert)
Remember this US 30 Exit for later when coming from Jamaica Plain to
Weston we shall exit onto US 30, this time making a left turn instead of
returning to hotel.
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THE ARNOLD ARBORETUM
OF HARVARD UNIVERSITY.
James Arnold of New Bedford left about $100,000 - 5j96th of his estate - for
the "promotion of Agricultural, or Horticultural, improvements ... " With New
England thrift, his Trustees persuaded Harvard University to establish an arboretum on
land already owned by Harvard to leave the maximum income-producing endowment.
Arnold's trustees provided for the cultivation "as far as is practicable, all the
trees, shrubs and herbaceous (woody at or below ground) plants, either indigenous or
exotic" that could be grown in Boston's climate. The trustees were in touch with the
renowned botanist Asa Gray, a Harvard professor then in charge of a botanical garden
in Cambridge. Gray wanted the Arboretum in Cambridge but land was too expensive.
Harvard owned land in .the Jamaica Plain section of Boston donated by Benjamin
Bussey for an agricultural institute, and 125 acres was set aside for the Arboretum
(later additions from the Bussey land and from the City of Boston have brought the
Arboretum to 265 acres).
The Bussey Institution in 1872 had obtained the services of Charles Sprague
Sargent, as Professor of Horticulture. Sargent was an 1862 graduate of Harvard College
who had been in charge of the grounds of his family's estate in Brookline. In 1873, the
Harvard Corporation chose him as Director of the Arboretum and Arnold Professor of
Botany. Sargent found 123 species of trees and other woody plants on what he
called a "worn-out farm."
In that same year, 1873, the pioneer landscape architect, Frederick Law
Olmsted, proposed the incorporation of the Arboretum in the greenbelt system of
parks he was planning for Boston. Although Sargent was agreeable, the two men met
indifference from authorities of both City and University. It took until 1882 to reach
the mutually beneficial agreement with the city.
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Under that agreement, the city took over the property and leased it to Harvard
at $1 per year for 1,000 years, with a renewal clause. The city built roads to a park
plan laid out by Olmsted and provides police patrols. In return, Harvard keeps the
grounds open to the public and maintains them.
Sargent journeyed to gather specimens in Japan in 1892, around the world in
1903, to South America in 1905-06, and to Europe frequently. He supplemented the
scarce endowment with donations from his personal resources, particularly his
botanical library, and vigorously raised money from his friends. Other staff members
made trips to the Far East and brought back important species from remote parts of
China and Tibet. Over the years, the Arboretum has introduced to cultivation in the
United States more than 3,000 species.
On Sargent's death in 1927, the Arboretum came under Prof. Oakes Ames, who
was also in charge of the Botanical Museum in Cambridge and the Atkins Garden in
Cuba. Under Ames, research work expanded from exploration and taxonomic identification and horticulture to include diseases of plants (under J. H. Faull), genetics and
breeding (Karl Sax), and wood anatomy (1. W. Bailey).
In 1935, Ames turned over the Arboretum to Elmer Drew Merrill, a specialist in
the plants of Southeast Asia, to devote more time to the Botanical Museum. Merrill
had to contend with the stresses of depression, war, and the hurricane of 1938, damage
from which certain parts of the Arboretum are still recovering. During Merrill's
directorship, the widow of Larz Anderson, a former ambassador to Japan, donated a
famous collection of dwarf trees made by her husband while ambassador in 1912-1913.
The important Arboretum collection of Bonsai trees now includes specimens more
than 230 years old. The Case Estates in Weston came to the Arboretum during the
second World War through the generosity of the sisters Louisa and Marion Case.
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In 1946, Karl Sax succeeded to the directorship, and the President and Fellows
of Harvard approved a plan to consolidate in Cambridge the botanical activities of the
University. Under this plan, a new University Herbarium in Cambridge was to combine
most of the library and t1;.eespecimens of the Arnold Arboretum with the library and
specimens of flowers, plants, and ferns of the Gray Herbarium. For easy reference,
these collections were to sit between the Farlow Herbarium with its specimens of
bacteria fungi, algae, lichen, and mosses, and the' Museum of Comparative Zoology
with its collections of animal specimens. A working collection of tree specimens and a
working library was to be continued in Jamaica Plain. In fact, the new building was
not completed until 1954, coincident with the retirement of Dr. Sax as Director and
the appointment of Richard A. Howard as Director of the Arnold Arboretum and
Arnold Professor of Botany.
The plan was opposed by some supporters of the Arnold Arboretum, and a
lawsuit was instituted in 1953. After the dispute had been in the courts for thirteen
years, the Supreme Judicial Court of Massachusetts upheld Harvard in 1966.
Under Professor Howard, the Arboretum has consolidated its work and further
developed both as a showplace and as a center for botanical research.
Today the Arboretum's more than 6,000 kinds of woody plants, 935,839
herbarium sheets, 79,741 library volumes, and active research and publications
program make it a major resource of horticultural and botanical science for the
whole world.
Moreover, the foresight and skill of Boston citizens of 1882 made the Arboretum
a priceless civic asset - a free park, open from dawn to dusk to all - in the heart of the
city. In that year, ownership of. the land was transferred to the City of Boston for
inclusion in its park system, and the land was leased to Harvard for 1,000 years at
$1 per year.
With recent growing concern for the quality of the environment, the public
service activities of the Arboretum are moving into sharp focus. The present Director
of the Arboretum, Richard A. Howard, who is the Arnold Professor of Botany at
Harvard, wrote in his annual report for 1970·71:
"Every concerned group soon faces the problem of what to do beyond the
picking up of debris. Almost everyone knows that a vacant lot can be made into a
park, but how is the soil to be treated? What plants will grow there? How should they
be placed? What subsequent maintenance is necessary? What are the best plants for the
control of erosion; for the screening of noises or vistas? Ultimately, the questions
become 'Will you help us?' or 'Do you have plants to spare which we can use for our
project?"
The Arboretum can supply few plants but can offer help. The most important
help is information, demonstrations and advice, all free. During 1970-71, 26 organizations - ranging from neighborhood committees to city and state agencies - drew on
the expertise of the Arboretum staff.
The Arboretum .does make available samples of its collections to other institutions and in the last academic year the greenhouses made 169 shipments of 800 kinds
of plants to recipients in 17 states and 12 foreign countries.
The services of the Arboretum have extended beyond the boundaries of place
and specialization. Arboretum staff members in this country have been able to help
the Armed Forces significantly in little-known parts of the world through identification of and information about exotic plants. The Arboretum staff answers thousands
of questions from the public each year by mail, including questions about identification ·of particular plant samples. Several thousand persons each year attend its six
public course series, two lecture series and frequent tours.
During the summer, the Arboretum offers apprenticeships for training interested
young persons in the care of grounds, plants and trees.
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SYRINGA NAME LISTING

CV.
CV.
CV.
01.
CV.
CV.
CV.
CV.
CV.

51"RINGA

CH1NENSIS
(HINEr-..SIS
VAA. ALBA
CHiNENSIS
VAR. METENS15
CHINENSIS
VAR. SAUGEANA
CV. ABEL CARR I ERE
CV. A.B.LMBERTON
(V.
ADDIE V. t-'ALLOCK
cv. ADE LA I DE DUNBAR
(V.
A[)(v\IRAL
FARRAGUT
(V. ALADDIN
CV. ALBA GRAt'>{) r fLORA
ALBA YIRGIN.ALlS
(V.
ALEXANDER H./l.'>lILTCN
(V.
AliCE
cv. ALICE EASTWOOO
cv. AlI1\lE t-'OCQUER 1 5
CV. ALPHJNSE
BOW [ER
CV. AlPt-()NSE
LAVALLEE
CV. ftMBASSADEUR
CV. A. M. BRAND
cv. /V-',BROI Sf VERSCtiA.FFEL
cv. AJ.iETHYST
CV. A"'II SCi-OTT
cv. AJ>'OEI'lA
.LNNA

cv.

Ar'\jNABEL

cv .

f.NNA NICKLES
ANNE S'-tiACH

CV.

ANNE

CV.
CV.
CV.

ARIEL
ARTHliR WI LL IM~. PAUL
ASSESS I PPI

cv,

ASTRA

(V.

AUCUBAEFOLIA
AUDREY

CV.
(V.
CV.

AlURE.o. PLENA
BAI'-4QLJISE
BELLE DE NANCY

cv.

BELL

(V.

BERANGER

CV.

BERRYER

(V.

BERTI-lA PHAIH:
9ETTY STUNE
BICOLOR
BLEUATRE
SLUE 'iYAC 1 TH
BOULE AZLREE
BOUf,fIFUL
eOU5S INGAULT
BUfFO'\;
CALPURt J I A
CALVIN C. LANEY
CAPITAINE
BALTET
CAPITAHJE
PERRAULT
CARL T(),'\j

cv,
(V.

CV.
CV.
CV.
CV.
CV.
C/.
C'/.
CV.
CV.
CV.
CV.
CV.

CARME~
CAk·1!, ••.•c
CATINAT
CAVOUR
C. B. VAN NES
CKARLES BAL TET
CHARLES HEPBURN
CHARLES JOL Y
Ct-¢RLES
NORDINE
Ct-'ARLES SARGENT
CIiAP:LES X
Ctill.RLOTTE
1'ORGAN
CHARM
CHARMIAN
CHRIS
Ct-R I S TOPHE COLOMB
CHJRCHILl
CITY OF GRESt-W1

cv.

CV.

T

I (E1\;1

CV.
CV.
CV.
CV.
CV.
CV.
CV.
CV.
CV.
CV.
CV.
CV.
CV.
CV.
CV.

cv.

(V.

CITY

CV.
CV.
CV.
CV.
CY.
CV.
CV.
CV.
CV.
CV.
CV.

CITY OF LO'-.IGVIEW
CITY OF OLYMPIA
(lARA
ClARA COCHET
ClAAENCE
D'VAN ZANDT
CLALOE BERNARD
CLALOE LE LORAAIN
COERULEA SUPERBA
COLBERT
COlJ'lARlENSIS
COl.W.
R. PU,.M

CV.

COMTE .ADRIEN DE M:JNTEBELLO
CO'tTE DE KERCt-()vE
CCl-\TESSE
HJR.ACE DE CH:::>ISEUL
CQN)()RCET
CCN;O
CO\ISTMK:E
CORA BRANDT
CORAL
COOIf'I\IE

CV.

CV.
CV.

cv.
CV.

s».
CV.

cv.

DR. eKO.DwlCK

cv.
CV.
CV.

TIGHE

CV.

ev.

cv .

CV.
CV.
CV.
CV.
(V.
CV.

t:.;-1H)=F

(V.

CV.

CRJlMPEL
CRAYTCY-I RED
CREPUSCULE
CROIX DE BRAHY
DAt1: BLANCrE
DAPt-W-JE PINK
DA'n-N
DECA I SNE
DE CRON:ELS
DE HJMOOLDT
DE JUSSIEU
DE LOlNA IN
DE MIRIBEL
DE SAUSSURE
DESDEt-'(NA
DESFONTAINES
DEUll
O'EMILE
GALLE
DIANE
DIDEROT
DILLIA
DIPL~TE
[)()\/I..LD WYI'\tIN
DORCAS
DOYEN KETELEER

cv .

cv .

(v .
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OF KELSO

CV.

cv.
CV.
01.
CV.
CY.
CV.
CV.
CV.
CY.
CV.
CY.
CV.

DR. CHARLES JACOBS
DRESDEN CHINA
DR. LEMPKE
OR. LINDLEY
DR. MAILLOT
DR. />"ASTERS
DR. NOBBE
DR. TROYANOWSKY
DR. VON REGEL
rue DE ~SSA
DUSK
cv . EARLIEST EV~ElINE
CV. EARLY DOUBLE WHITE
CV. EDEN
ev. EDITH CAVELl.
CV. EDf-'ONO ABOUT
CV. ECM:NJ
80lSSlER
ev. EOOJAAD PN)RE
CV. EKENHJLM
CY. ELlI\QR
CV. ELLEN WILU-OTT
cv, EMILE GENTILE
cv. EMILE LEMJINE
CV. EMIL LIEBIG
CV. ENID
CV. ERZHERZO::; J()t-W'It..j
01. ESTHER STALEY
(Y. ETf\II\
CV. ETOILE
DE MAl
CV.
CV.
CY.
CY.
CV.
CV.
CY.
CV.
CV.
CV.
CV.
CV.
CV.
CV.
CV.
CV.
CV.
CV.
(Y.
CY.
CY.
CY.
CY.
CV.
CY.
CV.
CY.
CV.
CV.
CV.
01.
CV.
CV.
CV.
CV.
CV.
CV.
CY.
CV.
CV.
C.V .•

EY.AN:;ELlNE
EXCEL
FANTASY
FARRIONENSIS
FELLEMBERG
FLOREAL
FLORENCE Ct-R I STINE
FOUNTAIN
FRANC I SCA
FRANK KlAGER
FRAU BERTHO. DAI't1AN
FRAU WI Lt-ELM PF I TZER
FRED L. KlAGER
FRED PAYNE
FREE(X)'1
FRITZ
FUERST LIECHTENSTEIN
GAUNA
UL.ANOVA
GAl.OICI--lALO
GEANT DES BA.TAILLES
GEHE I roM T HE YDER
GEHElt-'RAT
SINGE~
GENERAL ELWEl.L ~. OTIS
GENERAL K I TO£NER
GENERAL PERSHING
GENERAL SHER lOAN
GENERAL SHERMON
GEORGES BELLAIR
GER(x;E W. ALDRIDGE
GERTRL()E
LESLI E
G I GANTEA
GILBERT
GIRAlDl1
NANA
GLOIRt
DE LA ROCHELLS
GLOIRE
CE /"OJLlNS
GLORY
GODRiJI'.I
GOLIATH
GORTENSIIA
GRACE QRTHfoIAITE
GRAI\O DUe CCNSTANTIN

CV.

GISI'""ONDA
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LV.
CV.

cv.
CV.
CV.
CV.
CV.
CY.
CV.

cv.
ev.
cv ,
CV.
C\'.
CV.
CV.
CV.
CV.
CV.
CV.
CV.
CV.
CV.
CV.
CY.
CV.
CV.

ev.
CV.
CY.
CY.
CV.
CV.
01.
CV .
CV.
01.
CV.
CV.
CV.
01.
CV.
CV.
CV.
CV.
CV.
CV.

cv.
CY.
(V.
CV.
CV.

WINtVtltt
GUIZOT
HANDEL
HECLA
HEDIN
HENRI KAATIN
HENRI ROBERT
HENRY WADS\r.ORTH LOf\GFELLOw
HEf'.RY WARD BEECHER
HIAWATI--IA
HI PPOL YTE MAR INGER
HlRAt-1 H, t.lJGcl<TON
HJRACE
Hl.(.Q DE VRIES
HJGO KOSTER
H•...
tHING
TOWER
HYAZINTHENFlIEDER
H. ZABEL
IRVINA
ISABELLA
I. V. MICH.JRiN
JACQJES
CALLOT
J.oJ1:S
B(X)TH:V.
JA'1.ES I"(;FAALANE
JAA VAN TOL
J. DE MESSEMA.EKER
JEPN BORT
JEAN MACE
JfAI\I'.IE D'ARC
JESSICA
JESSIE
GARDNER
JE'WELL
JOAN D~BAR
JOI-N'S
FAVORITE
JULES
FERR Y
.}JLES
SIr-()N
JUSTI
CV. KAPITAN GASTELlO
KAF'RIZ
KATE HARLIN
KATE SESSI().lS
KATt-£RINA
KATt-£RINE
HA.V'EMEYER
K.A.
TlMIRIAZEV
KEN BERDEEN
KINGSVILLE
KCNIGIN
LUISE
KRASAVITSA
t1)SKVY
LADY LINDSAY
l...A.I'-\AR.K
L.PMA.RTINE
LA />"AWE
L....ANGUIS

CV.
1:-'1.
CY.

LAPLACE
LA TCUR C)"' ALNERGNE
LAURENT IAN
LAVANENS IS
ev. LE GAUlOIS
cv . LEKlINEI
CV. LE NOTRE
CV. LECNE GAA(X\JER
CV. LECN GAMBETT A
CV. LECN f"ATHIEU
CV. LEc::J-K)RE
cv. LEiJI'.I SI~
CV. LEOPOLO
II
CV. lE PRINTEfo'i'S
CV. LE TROYES
ev. L I LAAOSA
cv. L11'1\1E
cv. L'(l\j(LE
TO'1
CV. LOJ I S /-ENRy
CV. lOlNOIS
cv. LUCETTA
cv. LUC IE BAL TET
CV. LUDWIG SP.A.ETH
CV. LUTECE
CY. LYNETTE
CV. MACRQSTACKYA
cv . t-1ADAME ABEL CHA.TENAY
CV. MADAME AMEL I E DUPRA T
01. /'\OD.oME PNTC1-II E BUCt-f'.lER
CY. ~
Al..WST
GOt.X:HA.ULT

cv ,

cv.
cv.
CV.
CV.
CV.
CV.
CV.
CV.
CV.
CV.
CV.
CV.

CV.

MADAME
MADN1E
~AME
/"W.)AMf
MAD.oME
MADAME
MADAM.E
MADAME
MADAME
MADA"1f
MADAME
MADAME
MAnN-IE

BRIOl
CASIMIR
PERIER
<"Alt-£RINE
BRUCHET
DE MILLER
FAlLlERES
FELIX
FLORENT STEPf-W-j
F. t1)REL
~I
GUILLAUD
.}JLES
F IN:iER
KREUTER
LEJ-OINE
LECN SI~

CV.
CV.
CV.
CV.
CV.
cv.
CV.
CV.
01.
cv.
CV.
CV.
CV.
01.
CV.

MADAME I"OSER
MADElEINE
LEMAIRE
MODEM:) I SELLE FERNAN>E
V I GER
MODEM.) I SELLE MEL I DE L.PVRENT
t-W;ELLAN
MARCEAU
MARC MICt£LI
MAAECHA.L DE MSS()-tPIERRE
MARECKA.L FOCH
MARECH4.L \..ANNES
t-'AAENGO
MARGAREJ RICE GOULD
MARIE Fl~
MARIE LEGRAYE
MARIE LARCELIN

cv.
CV.
CV.
CV.
CV.
CV.
cv.
(V.
cv.
cv.
cv.

MARLEYENS I 5
fo'ARLEYENSIS
PALLIDA
MARSKO.LL VAS I LEVSK II
MAATK4
MASSENA
MO,THIEU DE DOMBASLE
MAUDIN
MD.U) NOTCUTT
MO.UREEf~
f-4AURI CE BARRES
MA.I..R.ICE DE VIl..J'()RTN

CV.
cv.
CV.
cv.
CV.
CV.
CV.

tJAWE
MI ST
MA.X J ME CORllU
f"\AX
I/"'OWICZ
MD.YBELLE FARNJM
I"ECHTA
NECKER (NOT MECKER)
NERISSA
(NOT MERISSA)
CV. MICHEL BUl..:I-NER
CV. MILDRED
LUETTA
CV. MILTQr\I
CV. Mlf'.I'lEHA./'"A
cv.
M I RABEAU
cv.
MIR.ONOA
CV. MIRELLE
CV. MISSlf"O
cv.
/"'OISETTIANA
ALBA
CV. t-ONGE
CV. I-'ONIQUE lEH)INE
CV. I"(X\IS. LE PAGE
cv.
I"(X\ITAIGNE
CV. M)NT BLANC
CV. ~TEBELLO
cv.
M::NTESQUIEU
CV. r-'O'ITGOLf I ER
CV. f"'OOO
INJIGO
CV. MXlNL IGHT
CV. M:.)U\IT BAKER
CV. ~S.
EDWARD KAADIr--Ki
CV. MRS. FAf\lNIE W. HEATH
CV. t-IRS. HARRY BICKLE
CV. MRS. JOt-N S. wiLLIAMS
CV. r-'RS. ~KELVEY
CV. MRS. R. L. GARDNER
CV. MRS. TRAPf'-W.!
CV. t-'RS.
WAT5()r'..j WE~B
cv.
f'lRS W. E. MAASKALL
CV. MY FAVOR ITE
CV. NELL I E BEAN
CV. NELLIE
MARIA
CV. NERISSA
cv.
N I EBO MOSKVY
CV. NIGHT
CV. NIGRICANS
t>KX:TURNE
CV. NO I SETT I ANA ALBA
cv.
NOKCt-l!S
CV. NORAH
CV. NOVEAU
CV. OAKES DOUBLE WHITE
CV. OBEL I SQUE
cv.
OBERON
cv.
OLlMPIADA
KOLIESNIKOVA
CV. OLIVIA
cv.
ORCH I D BEAUTY
CV. OSTRA/'.lDER
cv.
PA'-1YAT 0 S. M. KIROVE
cv.
PARAD I SE
CV. PASCAL
cv.
PATR IC IA
cv.
PATRICK
HENRY
cv.
PAUL DESCI'WIIEL
cv.
PAUL HAA I OT
(V.
PAULINA
rv, PAUL THIR ICN

cv.

CV.
CV.
CV.
CV.
CV.
CV.
cv.

PEARL
PEGGY
PERLE YON STUTTGART
PERLE YON TETLOW
PHIL~
PIERRE
,.10 I GNEAUX
PINK CL().,O

CV.

PINK

MIST

LV.
CV.

PI~EER
PLANCt-ffl
POCAt-OJTAS
CV. PORTIA
CV. PAAIRIAL
CV. PRES 1DENT CARNOT
CV. PRESIDENT
FALLIERES
CV. PRES IDENT GREVY
CV. PRESIDENT
l-\A.YES
CV. PRES IDENT LAMBEAU
CV. PRES IDENT LEBRL/I'IJ
CV. PRESIDENT
LINCOLN
cv.
PRES IDENT LOOBET
cv.
PRES IDENT /-'ASSART
CV. PRES IDENT M)'JROE
CV. PRESIDENT
POINCARE
CV. PRESIDENT
ROOSEVELT
CV. PiESIDENT
VIGER
CV. PR It-'ROSE
CI/. PR [NeE DE BEALNAU
CV. PRINCE
IMPERIAL
CV. PR INCE f>()TGER
CV. PRINCE
OF WALES
CV. PRINCESS
ALEx.AN)RA

cv .

CV. URSULA
CV. VALERIA
cv.
VALETTEANA
cv.
VAN AERSCI'OT
CV. VAUB.'IN
CV. vERGISSMEINNICHT
cv.
VERSALI ENS 1 S
CV. vERSCI'"AFFEL T I
CV. VESTALE
CV. VICTOR
LEMOINE
CV. VILLARS
CV. VI LLE DE TROYES
CV. CIOLA
CV. VIOLETTA
CV. VIRGINIA
BEI!KER
CV. VIRGINETE
CV. ViviANO
MJREL
CV. VIVIAN
EVANS
CV. VOLCAN
CV. WALDECK-ROUSSEAU
cv.
WEDDLE
CV. WHITE HYACINTH
CV. WHITE SWAN
CV. WILLIA'-1 C. BARRY
cv.
W!LLlJlM
H. Jt.DO
CV. WILLIAM
ROBINSON
CV. WILLlA'-1
S. RILEY
CV. W. T. LEE
CV. ZNf'J'1IA LENlNA.
cv.
ZUI(UNFT
CV. ZULV
SYIJ:I~A
orVERSIFOLIA
SYRINGA
EI'-'ODI
SYRINGA
HENRY!
SYRI~A
HENRYl
VAIL AL~
SYRINGA HENRY I X S. TCM:NTELLA
CV.
SYRINGA
HYACINTHIFLORA
SYRII'.'GA JOSIFLEXA
VAR. RUBRA
SYRINGA
JOSlKAEA
SYRII'GA
JOSlKAEA
VAA. EXIMIA
SYRINGA
JOSIKAEA
VAIL RUBRA
SYRINGA
JULTANAE
SYRINGA
LAC rNATA
SYRI/'-GA LACINIATA
X S. N-tURENSIS
SYRlfl.KiA LACINIATA
X S. VULGARES
SYRIr-t;A
MEYER I

CV. PRINCESSE
CAMILLE
DE ROI'WII
CV. PR INCESSE
CLEfelTiNE
CV. PRINCESS
I"ARIE
CV. PRISCILLA
CV. PROOIGE
CV. rROFE~SOR
E. H. wIL5(X\I
CV. PROFESSOR
E. STOEKKAADT
CV. PROFESSOR
SARGENT
CV. PUCK
CV. P~ITAN
cv.
PURPLE GEM
GERMH
CV. P\...RPLE GLORY
CV. Pl...RPLE t£ART
01. PYRA'1IDALIS
CV. PYR/lMIDALlS
ALBA
CV. QUADR I COLOR
CV. REPMJR
CV. REDWINE
CV. REGAN
CV. REINE
ELIZABETH
CV. REINE MARGUERITE
CV. RENE JARRY DESLOGES
cv.
REfIO\JCULE
SYRINGA MICROPIiYLLA
CV. ROI ALBERT
SYRINGA MICROPHYLLA
VAA. SUPERM
CV. RO'1ANCE
SYRIf\G.A MICROPHYLLA
X S. t-EYERT
CV. R01EO
SYRINGA OBLATA
CV. R()'-.ISARD
SYRlflXiA OBLATA VAA. DtLATATA
CV. ROSACE
SYRINGA OBLATA VAR. GtAALDI
CV. ROSEA GRAND I FLORA
SYRIf\GA
OBLATA VAA. GIR.A.l...DI NANA
CV. RO\.JGE DE TR 1MK)N
SYRINGA
PALIBINIANA
CV. ROWANCROFT PINK
SYRIJ%A
PEKINENSIS
CV. ROYALTY
SYRIN:;A
PEKINENSIS
VAA. P8'{)Ul.A
CV. RUBELLA
PLENA.
SYRIN:;A
PERSICA
CV. RUBRA INSIGNIS
SYRIN:;A
PERSICA
VAR. ALBA
CV. RUWi VON t-(RSTENSTEIN
PERSrCA
VAR. ALBA
CV. RUSSKAYA KRASAVITSA
SYRINGA
PINETORUM
CV. RUSTICA
SYRINGA
PII'NATlFOLIA
CV. RUTIlJlNT
SYRIJ%A
POTANINI I
CV. R. W. MILLS
SYRlf\.GA PREST()'-.IIAE
CV. SCHERMERI'ORN
SYRINGA
PUBESCENS
CV. SCOT IA
SYRINGA REFLEXA
CV. SENA TEUR VOLLAJII)
SYR !NGA REFLEXA VAR. ALBA
CV. SENSATION
SYRlfIK>A RETICULATA
cv.
SIBERICA
SYRIN:;A
RETICULATA
VAA. MAJ'lVSHJRICA
CV. SIEBOLD
SYRINGA RI'OOOPEA
SYRIr-x;.A SKIN'-IERI
CV. SILVt.K
KING
SYRlf\GA
SP.
CV. SILVIA
SYRIf\KiA SWEGIFLEXA
CV. SONIA COLFAX
SYRINGA
SwEGINBRETTA
CV. SOUVENIR
DE CLALOlUS
GRANIOORGE
SYRlf'.GA
SWEGINZowII
CV. SOWENIR
DE GASPARD CALLOT
SYRII\GA
SWEGINZowIl
VAR. ALBIDA
CV. SCXNENIR
DE GEORGES
TRUFFAUT
SYRlf\,GA $WEGINZOwll
VAR. OENSIFLORA
CV. SOI.NE.NJR
DE LOUIS THIBAUT
SYRIN:;A
T1GERSTEDTII
CV. SCXJVENIR DE SH"O'IE
SYRIf\GA
T01ENTELLA
CV. SPLENDOR
SYRII'.'GA TO'1ENTELLA
VAR. ROSEA
CV. SPRING
DA~
SYRINGA VELUTINA.
CV. STADGARTNER
ROTHPLETZ
SYRIJ%A
VELUTINA.
VAR. EXCELLENS
cv.
ST. MARGARET
SYRlf'GA
VELUTlNA.
X S. PVBESCENS
CV. SULlE
SYRIf'GA
VILLOSA
CV. SU'-IIERKI
SYRlf'GA
VILLOSA
X
CV. SUNSET
SYRI!'GA
VULGARIS
CV. SWEETHEART
SYRI!'GA
VULGARIS
VAA.
CV. H£
BRIDE
SYRIN:.A
VULGARIS
VAA. NANA
cv.
TI'()MAS JEFFERSON
SYRI!'GA
VULGAAIS
PURPVREA
CV. THJNBERG
SYRIt-GA
VULGARIS
VAA. VIOLACEAE
CV. T !TANIA
SYRIN:iA
I4.)LFII
CV. TO"-IBOUCTOU
SYRIflGA
~ENSIS
CV. ro- TAYLOR
SYRINGA
YU~ENSIS
VAA.. ROSEA.
CV. TOURNEFQRT
CV. TOUSSAINT
L'OVERTURE
CV. TR I \.J1PHE DE MJJL I NS
(Editor's
Note: The Computer readouts
are not
CV. TR [(Y1PHE 0' ORLEANS
necessarily
the "official
name"•• officially
some names
CV. TR! STE BARBARO
are abbreviated,
sic. Mme..cen, ,souv. ,Pres.
-not
CV. TRUE BLUE
always and in every case: see Lilac SUrveyor
Official
CV. TURENNE
Registration)
CV. TURGOT
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HYBRID LILACS FROM SEED
By Richard A. Fenicchia*, Dept. Parks, Rochester, N. Y.
The Rochester lilac was selected from a batch of so-called French lilacs. It is
slow-growing, broad and shrubby, on the dwarf side. Thyrses (ovate panicles) erect,
usually in pairs, narrowly conical - 7" to 8" tall. Florets white, of good substance;
corolla lobes often five (occasionally to 17 inches teratological instances); late
blooming. 'Rochester' Lilac was used as the female parent for further hybridizing.
Male plants used were: 'Madam Charles Couchet', blue; 'Dusk', purple; 'Ed G.
Gardener', pink; 'Sensation', purple and white; 'Glory', magenta.
These crosses were made using potted plants, forced into flower in the
greenhouse in January, 1960. Under controlled conditions the other lilacs were
brought into bloom about the same time. Emasculation of the Rochester lilac was
started by nipping the tender top off the thyrses; the corolla and anthers of each
flower was pulled off by using the thumb and forefinger. Obviously emasculation must
take place before the pollen matures. Select between 15 and 20 flowers on each
thyrse. Pinch off the other flowers. A brush, the thickness of lead in a pencil, may be
used to gather the pollen as soon as it has burst from the anther capules; pollination of
the sjigrna should start as soon as emasculation has taken place. Repeat pollination for
several days. Thyrses may remain fully exposed without a cover till seeds have ripened.
When seed pods have turned brown and brittle, gather seed before carpels fully open.
Clean the seeds and store in a cool, dry place until the time for sowing, the first week
in January for greenhouse growing.
Cedar flats are used for sowing the seeds. A 1: 1 mixture of sterilized loam and
coarse sand is used. Firm mixture in flats with drainage holes in thdm. Sow seeds by
broadcasting evenly or in rows, label and firm seeds in the ground; seeds may be
covered with unsterilized coarse sand to a depth of 1/8 inch. Firm sand, place flat in a
tank of water below rim of flat. When the soil is wet through, place flat on shelf in
greenhouse at a temperature of 65°_75°F. Temperature variations may delay
germination. A pane of glass may be put over each seed flat. Three days after sowing
seeds, the soil should be sprayed with a mixture of captan and malathion; spraying
seed flats should continue weekly until seedlings have developed three of four leaves.
Seed flats should be kept moist at all times until seed germinates. Good drainage is
essential for optimum germination and growth of lilacs in all stages of development.
*Richard Fenicchia was the 1972 I.L.S. recipient of the DIRECTORS' A WARD
presented for outstanding work in hybridizing the Rochester Strain of lilacs.
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HYBRIDIST •••••. AND

HYBRIDIZER

AUTHOR

L.A.

KOLESNIKOV

AND

'M£eehta'

Amateur floriculturist L. Kolesnikov has won the
Stalin Prize for breeding new strains of lilac. His
garden in Moscow holds about 500 kinds of lilac,
including more than 300 new ones of his own breeding.

LI

AI

K0 LES N IK0V
••.. A

TRIBUTE

TO 80

YEARS AND
GOING

STRONG!

The following section on Hybrid Lilacs is
by L.A. Ko1esnikov and is taken from
his
book
LILAC published in Moscow in 1952.
REARING OF HYBRIDS

Preparations
for sowing,
sowing
itself and pricking out are with hybrids the same as with root stocks
grown from seed. The difference is that in rearing hybrid
seedlings
I often put them in strictly individualized
conditions.
All patches with hybrid seed, as later all beds and
rows of seedlings,
have labels denoting
their parent
forms.
11

STILL

As a rule my seedlings
are reared on soil that has
been well fertilized in advance and is regularly
weeded
and normally humid. In cases of food shortage I practise
additional
fertilizing.
When pricked out the seedlings are given a nutritive
area of 5.5 square inches each.
A certain number are put in worse conditions to inure
them to hardships which the selector intends them to encounter in future.
In normal circumstances
the seedlings
gain lOin. or
even more in their first year. They go into winter with
foliage yet green. In spring their tops have a frost-bitten
look. This should not discourage
the beginner,
as they
will soon recover and develop normally.
By the end of June of the second year I pinch down
the tops of the seedlings,
thus promoting
the formation
of the meristernatic
buds that will later give rise to the
head.
The head itself I
·train in the third year,
though
preparations
.lor this,
I already
begin in the first by
removing
side-buds
and suckers from the
root-crown.
During
the second year this
is repeated
two-three
times. My aim is to
make the shrub standard, i.e., to grow it
in one stem. Therefore
it is only in the second
year, in the middle or
end of June, that I
leave
a few wellformed
meristematic
buds, which
in the
third year will develop into
the
main
branches of the head.
In the fourth year
some of the seedlings
Hybrid seedlings of lilac 21-23
start to bloom, and it
days after sowing. Dash shows
is then I make my
length of main root to be left
first estimates of their
when pricking out, dotted line
shows depth of planting
value
and
conduct
preliminary
selection.
12
But I never
forget

THE KOLESNIKOV

LILACS

NEAR

Moscow

that the first flowering may not bring out all their merits.
Many of them may yet be successfully
improved 'and
modified if given the appropriate
conditions.
BELOW:

'Ogni MO~Qvy', no~~ ~h~ lang~ ~hy~u~

IN SEARCH OF PRACTICAL PROGRAMS FOR HYBRIDIZING

LILACS

By Fr. John L. Fiala
Lilacs in the future will be what the hybridists oftoday plan and work for them
to be: Undoubtedly, there will always be those who gather and plant seeds. From
these there will from time to time appear an outstanding lilac worthy of being named
and several hundred thousand that should be discarded. This does not have to be if
the hybridist plans '! controlled program. A scientifically planned program is called
a hybridizing model or design. It seeks through controlled breeding to obtain planned
results and objectives. Inherent in an hybridizing plan should be (1) to combine particular genetic characteristics, some of which, perhaps, may never have been combined
before. (2) There must be a controlled observation of the total population of. plants
produced to note the special characteristics of any given cross. Here is one of the most
important aspects of an hybridizing plan, namely, to provide information about
inherited characteristics, dominant and recessive factors. Often we make a sweeping
cross and fail to observe it thoroughly and long enough to obtain all the information
possible, even though at that time it may not be of use to the hybridizer. Hence, we
have only skeletal information and someone else must redo and retrace the steps of
the same cross to obtain information that could have been supplied by more accurate
observation and more responsible accountability. Above all an hybridist must learn
the technique of being a good observer: This may mean that plants of a given cross
(that are not to be named or will even be totally rejected) must be kept for some years
to observe certain factors, e.g. how tall will plants of a certain cross grow? What is
their adult form or bloom? In hybridizing Syringa we should set up basic information
sheets to be completed by hybridizers to be published by the Society's Research
Committee from time to time so to make such facts available to all engaged in lilac
research. (The Research Committee has a tentative form available to those who wish to
use it and hopefully future researchers will find such information an asset to their
work.) Too often a cross is made purely from a utilitarian view. A few promising seedlings are selected because of bloom or color and that is all the information provided
after a considerable amount of work. How much more could have been gleaned that
would be helpful? A survey of general characteristics of any given cross should include:
fertility of the cross, time of germination, seedling vigor, characteristics of leaves, stem
and form of growth, time of first florescence (bloom), length of bloom, flower characteristics such as color, size, form, fragrance, dropping of petals, pod characteristics
and color. These are only some factors that hybridists should record and thus will
become more observant and see beyond color and bloom. Systematically we learn to
educate ourselves and see the unusual characteristics. The author once asked the noted
Dutch hybridist, Dirk E. Maarse, why he seemed to find and introduce proportionately
more lilac sports? "Because I look a little longer at the whole plant. I spend more time
looking and thinking! There are probably just as many profitable sports in everyone's
lilac collection. Others do not take time to see them!" This same could be said
of seedling crosses. Frequently one plant of a cross is selected because of some very
unique characteristic and the rest of the cross is discarded. This 'one unique characteristic' is publicized as a 'cross characteristic' simply because this one unique plant is the
only remaining member of that cross. Undoubtedly the confusion in the rather diverse
population of S. patula must have some of this kind of selectivity that has been given
"species status" in the past! (3) There must be selectivity for further work or propagation. "Selectivity" implies a careful evaluation for special qualities. Selectivity for
hybridization may at times be quite different from selectivity for the commercial
market. Very often a "winner" on the commercial market may have little to offer
future generations and be a poor parent, although not always. When any plant is
selected for a breeding program there should be a determined set of reasons for this
choice. It should be stated as a typical random sample of the plant population or a
selected clone with some special characteristic not found in the general plant population. Unless somewhere stated, future generations will give a selected plant a 'random
sample' status and expect all members of a similar cross to have the same characteristics
which in all probability they will not.

,....

An Hybridization

Plan Within A Species

(Intra-species

Hybridization)

'Inbreeding' within a species is simply crossing within that species and selecting
for some special characteristics. Crossing the best plant with the selected·
characteristics producing an inbred line strong in the desired characteristic. (e.g.
selecting the darkest purples and crossing them to each other until the darkest purple
is obtained. Hulda Klager did most of her work with S. vulgaris by intensive 'line
breeding' from three original clones. Any characteristic can be intensified to a certain
point if there is continued selectivity for that factor.
'Back Crossing' is taking the end product of any inbred line and crossing it back
to one of the original or very early parents. Frequently some very outstanding results
are thus obtained.
'Outcrossing' within a given species such as in a greatly varied species as S.
vulgaris, which has had the greatest selectivity of clones of all the lilac species, would
be crossing one clone with another clone of diverse characteristics. (e.g. S. vulgaris 'Mt.
Blanc' which is the result of several generations of selective white flowered breeding
crossed with S. oulgaris 'Prodige' which is the result of line breeding for deep purples).
Often the infusion of different clones with fixed characteristics-gives to the offspring
what is known as 'special vigor' (best illustrated in the crossing of different species). In
the above example the deep purple line-breeding has a characteristic for weak-growing
plants the infusion of the white growing vigor can add this to the purple line.
There are many advantages to crosses within closely related members species.
Consider the results obtained in crosses of S. vulgaris x S. oblata dilatata or giraldi.
Each of these has added something new to S. vulgaris (earlier blooming and stronger
plant vigor- each cross with its own uniqueness.) What of crosses with S. rhodopea, S.
Tierstedti
for although they would be 'inter-species crosses' yet they appear closely
related to S. vulgaris.
An Hybridizing

Plan Using Different

Species

(Inter-species

Hybridization)

The 'inter-species' crosses of Syringa will undoubtedly provide some of the most
exciting and profitable crosses for lilac hybridists. They also provide some of the most
difficult work, less commercially profitable in the beginning, but should prove among
some of "the most rewarding in successive generations. All.of the horticultural world is
aware of the work of Isabella Preston and of F. L. Skinner. They are the first steps of
what should be great forward strides in interspecies hybridizing. The work of Dr. W.
Cumming is in this direction. There should be controlled inbreeding of the Prestoniae
Hybrids to the forth and fifth generations (e.g, the work of Dr. W. Bugala at Kornik,
Poland and J. Herbert Alexander of Mass.) The best of these should be crossed to
other interspecies crosses (as has been done by Dr. Cumming with 'Hedin' x 'Hunting
Towers' and others or some of the work of R. Fenicchia at Rochester and Dr. Pringle
at Hamilton, (all with considerable success!) These in turn should be line-bred and
back-crossed especially to the 4th and 5th generations. We have only now begun to
scratch the surface with Syringa's inter-species crosses! As Dr. John C. Wister pointed
out to the Society at its 1972 Convention, "We have enough work for all the plant
hybridists the world can produce to last us to the end of this century." Often some
species that seems rather insignificant has some recessive characteristic and literally
"explodes" when properly hybridized. (An 'a pari' example can be taken from the
peony breeding of Victor Lemoine and Dr. Saunders in using the insignificant P. lutea
and "crossing it with the beautiful tree peonies of P. suffructicosa to produce a whole
new rape with exciting colors.) To date many Syringa species have been left relatively
'untouched' by the hybridists e.g. S. yunanensis, S. pinetorum, S. Potanini, S. oelutina,
S. reticulata, S. pinnatifolia and others. What a treasury of beauty is still to- be
unfolded!
Note: The Research Committee
of the International
Lilac Society will attempt
to
gather and funnel information
that it sent to it to those who are interested 1I1 lilac
hybridizing
and research. We need to accumulate
valid and complete records and
evaluate
them. Efforts
will be made through
the NEWSLETTER
or SPECIAL
BULLETINS
to present outstanding hybridizing contributions.

A Proper Perspective in Landscaping ...

COMMON PLANTS.

THE LILAC?

By William A. Stiles (a reprint from June 1897 Gard. & For.)

In decorative gardening a plant of Golden Elder or of Prunus pissardi may have
the highest value, while the same plant in a natural landscape would be worse than
useless, and, indeed, might ruin a quiet picture by their obtrusiveness.
There is another kind of gardening, however, which has been called specimen
gardening, and which has many attractions to genuine lovers of plants. To such persons
a garden exists for its plants rather than the plants for the garden. It is not a landscape
picture that is desired, nor yet geometrical designs of pleasing form and color. It is
individual plants that are cherished irrespective of their arrangement, and they may be
selected for their rarity or their oddity, or for any other quality that appeals to the
fancy of the planter. This makes a pleasant diversion, but it is by no means the highest
form of gardening. A wise observer once said that it marked a distinct decline in
garden art when a gentleman led you to a point on his estate where he could show you
the finest Cryptomeria in England, instead of conducting you to the point where you
could see the most delightful view.
But we have wandered from our purpose. We set out to make a mild protest
against the idea that a plant is not desirable if it is common. A great patron of
horticulture once declared that he could get up no enthusiasm for Lilacs because they
could be seen at every farmhouse door. Now, since there are hundreds of varieties of
the common Lilac and many distinct species besides, there is opportunity for gathering
a, collection of these shrubs, which represent a wide diversity of habit as well as in the
form and color of their flowers - many of them rare plants which never graced a
farmer's yard. But the common Lilac itself will always be a desirable shrub. It has such
intrinsic merit that it cannot be vulgarized by mere abundance. Its habit of growth, the
graceful. way in which its dense panicles of flowers are carried above the thick leaves,
their exquisite color, which has no exact duplicate in the vegetable kingdom; the
fragrance, which is their own and unmistakable, will always make this a useful plant. It
is hardy, long-lived, and will endure abuse; it is often found by the wayside cabin
without a single companion, and yet it is beautiful enough to have been the chief
ornament of the home of one of our great poets. It is admired because of its many
good qualities, and it will be more and more valued for association by every succeeding
generation of plant lovers. The fact is, that for all practical purposes the cheapest
plants are the best. Among the novel introductions every year there are some that will
stand the test of time, and as soon as they demonstrate their usefulness they will be
common. In order to be widely useful a plant must be easily propagated, it must be
hardy and long-lived, and these are qualities that will ultimately make it cheap, just as
the Tartarian Honeysuckle is cheap, although one of the most beautiful and
indispensible of shrubs. Grass is common, but it is an unfailing refreshment to the eye,
and it is so universally appreciated that no one considers Ruskin's glowing description
pitched on too high a key. No novice need be deterred from planting trees or shrubs
on account of the high price of novelties or rarities. If his purse will allow him to
import the most expensive sorts he may find pleasure in gratifying his desires in that
direction, but if he buys no others he will discover at last that he has a sickly lot of
incongruities. He will learn that the common plants are the basis of every good
collection, and that cheap plants are the most effective in producing pictures which 'are
impressive and permanent.
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Meeting our I.L.S. Nurserymen ... and Women ...

THE FRANKLIN LILACS
By Mabel L. Franklin, Minneapolis, Minn.
Ninety-nine percent of my lilac plantings have yielded to the bull dozer to make
way for industrial buildings and a road. My 5 acres the center third of an area one
block wide and four blocks long, was a large lilac planting. Local dealers would not
buy. They would bide their time like vultures. (I may never know who got my $300
large tree lilac that I was so fond of.) Nurserymen at a distance declined moving
expenses.
I had worked 25 years to improve the beauty of the place, thinking that it would
be used as a park eventually. (People told me how they would go out of their way to
drive by.) A park-playground is needed in this area. Children swarm thru in spite of
chain link fence leaving trails of discarded candy and softdrink wrappers and
containers, flying their kites, digging holes and picnicing. The city fathers preferred
industry and more tax income, and decreed a street thru the center. The lilac plantings
could not be saved without group action. The green spot in the midst of pollution of
industrial air is becoming a parking lot and a street. Alone I could not save it.
Enough plants were saved to make a start growing lilacs again somewhere. Orders
are being filled, tho some varieties will not be available this year.
Looking back to the beginnings of my lilac collection to 1927 when my father
imported lilacs from LeMoine of Nancy, France and bought from Koster of U.S.A.
takes us back over a period of 46 years.
The LeMoine invoices have not survived. However, my father did list the lilacs
received from them.
The permit to import was dated February 2, 1927. W. M. Jardine was Secretary
of Agriculture.
At this time my father was neglecting the lilacs. His absorbing interest was his
peonies. He had introduced about 60 new varieties. One day I said to him, "Dad, will
you sell me the lilacs?" He says that I got a tremendous bargain. The deal cost me all
the money I had at the time. I was working for free. The only income I had was the
rent of a house I owned.
I grew the lilacs on the nursery property. At times my father let me have a man
for a day to help me take care of them. I got out a list, and I was in business. Our local
columnist called me "The Lilac Lady".
After my father's death the nursery property was subdivided into lots and sold,
the lilacs destroyed. A planting of 5000 which I had made on land leased from a
neighbor was moved to 9225 S. Penn. I am still selling lilacs and am as interested in
them as ever!
April 1973
Mabel L. Franklin

In Memoriam ...
Word has reached us of the passing earlier this year of ROY F. HA WKINS, a
member of the International Lilac Society since its founding and a lover of Lilacs,
at his home in La Porte City, Iowa.
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DELHI, N.Y. A"LILAC· TOWN"
BY ANNE ROBINSON, HORTICULTURAL
SOCIETY OF DELA WARE COUNTY

Following a visit to a small town in Connecticut during their "Dogwood Festival'
our garden club decided that we would like to have a similar project using another tree
or shrub. We wanted to choose a good plant for our area and to stimulate growing it as
a border for our streets to fill our gardens with color all over at one time. We would
hopefully plan 'Homecoming Week' to coincide with this florallovliness.
It took some time to decide on lilacs. We had tried a similar project once before
using the flowering crab. It had not succeeded we thought because the crab trees were
somewhat expensive, were rather slow growing and at maturity were somewhat too
large for the places we had for growing them. Lilacs grow luxuriantly here in Delhi and
only once in a long time is the bloom even partly lost by early frosts. In the past few
years many new varieties are now available which are hardier, earlier and later, single
and double, with oh, so many, many colors! One can find almost anything in lilacs
that we needed for our project!
In the beginning we shared and exchanged shoots of good varieties we already
had. Then we purchased ten fine, new varieties and gave them to good gardeners in
town to grow with the intention of spreading them around the village year by year as
they grew off-shoots or suckers. We were somewhat disappointed when we discovered
that some of the finest hybrids do not produce suckers readily, if at all. From these we
have grown cuttings. With our planting program went instructions for planting and
care in our newspaper and a public demonstration on pruning lilacs. We have had
displays of arrangements of the lovliest in our store windows. We hope to have a
number of gardens specializing in certain forms, showing many of the colors or various
types for continuous bloom of the entire season. We are making an effort to specialize
in long.lilac hedges by fences or hanging over our beautiful stone walls and clustering
them at the entrance of the Village.
We have been stimulated in our interest by discovering that we have been
growing for many, many years a large number of seedlings of the white tree lilac
(Syringa reticulata - formerly known as syringa amurensis). This was planted here in
Delhi, N.Y. as far back as 1814 as is found recoreded in the diary of the owner of one
of our local estates, quite evidently brought here from the Amur River region by some
sea captain or early traveler. The earliest other record as far as we can determine is of
seed sent to this country to the Arnold Arboretum in 1855 (our Delhi tree lilacs - and
they have even naturalized in some areas forming considerable lilac thickets - would
seem to be considerably older). Specimens of the Delhi tree lilacs have been given to
Highland Park in Rochester, N.Y. and more than fifty have recently been planted
throughout the Village. A project such as this grows very slowly but hopefully some
day we will be planting other shrubs to enhance the beauty of our lilac plantings.
Editor's Note: It is through the efforts of such individuals as Anne Robinson and the
members of the Delhi Horticultural Society that a lasting project is born to bear
beauty for future generations. What about your town? What are You doing to promote
the Lilac?
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Places to stop ...

ALONG THE CONVENTION

ROUTE
... Things to see

Enroute to Boston you might wish to make a stop or two to visit or admire an
historical site or horticultural highlight. New England abounds in historical wonders.
For instance, OLD DEERFIELD (off Route 5 between Greenfield and South
Deerfield) is celebrating its 300th Anniversary this year. Of 57 houses along the mile
long main street 29 date before the nineteenth century. Charm, architecture and
history so intertwine that you simply must not pass up the chance to make a short
detour ..You will discover ancient lilacs in dooryards too.
OLD STURBRIDGE VILLAGE also is worth a stopover. Here history has been
collected into a small compass for your convenience. The similarity to FARMERS'
MUSEUM at Cooperstown, New York, is noteworthy. STRAWBERY
BANK at
Portsmouth, New Hampshire, is a museum village of authentic houses. Easily reached
from US 1 you will find yourself yielding to enchantment of yesteryear amid salt air
and dooryard lilac. Not far away is the GOVERNOR WENTWORTH MUSEUM, a
waterside farm where lilacs are reputed to have been first planted in the New World,
hence New Hampshire becomes the "Lilac State".
On "THE CAPE" you will find lilacs in every dooryard. Since it is the cape, you
will have to make a special side trip crossing the canal to drink in the charm of sea and
its life. HERITAGE PLANTATION of Sandwich, the old Dexter place renowned for
rhododendron is certainly worth visiting.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
I was delighted the other day to receive two copies of the PROCEEDINGS of
the International Lilac Society (Vol. 1, No.5) in which the proceedings of the First
Annual. Convention are set out, and I congratulate you on this very worthwhile
publication ... May I make one or two comments on Lilac names used in
NEWSLETTER No.4 (Which I was equally glad to have). The back page shows a
photograph of a semi-pinnate leaved Lilac and is labeled S. persica oar. laciniata.
However, the plant shown is S. x dioersifolium (the hybrid between S. oblata and S.
pinnatifolia),
S. laciniata (it is a good species - not a variety of S. x persica) has a
quite different shaped leaf. There was also a small slip in the caption to a photograph
on the front cover: the plant in the center (left) is S. pinnatif'olia and not S.
pinetorum. These criticisms are offered with a desire to be helpful, thinking that you
would be glad to know of any errors. If I can be helpful with identification (of species)
at any time, please let me know ... I hope all of you have a most successful meeting at
the Arnold Arboretum with the Lilacs at their best this year.
Peter Green,
Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew, England
Many, many thanks to Peter, a Society member and dear friend, for his most
pertinent and helpful identification. He has authored a most scholarly article for the
forthcoming LILAC SURVEY on the classification of the tree Lilacs. We are most
grateful to have him in our membership (Peter is also a member of the Board of
Directors and is Regional Vice-President for England). Should you have problems in
identification of species send your Editor a good clear picture or pressed leaves and we
will forward them to our expert at Kew if we are not able to identify them here.
(Peter, some of the identification was from McKelvey - so now you see why we need
you to make an expert and scholarly revision of that work.)
Members, please make the corrections on your Vol. 1, No.4 Issue.

